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Evaluation mode 
(Detailed result)

Evaluation mode
(Summarized result)

Setting Standard



· In evaluation mode, you cal select between '1:6 mode' and '1:30 mode'.

   - In '1:6 mode', Sherpa X software is going to evaluate the training on its own.

   - In '1:30 mode', the evaluation is linked with Sherpa-XM software.

  ※ Refer to Sherpa-XM user guide for more information of 1:30 Mode.



· When using '1:30 mode' for evaluation, you can number each tablet for a recognition.

   ※ Refer to Sherpa-XM user guide for more information .

· At Game mode, the level of difficulty can be chosen ‘Easy’, ‘Normal’, ‘Hard’.

· The pre-set guideline can be applied to the training.

· The score calcuation syestem can be chosen between Evaluation criteria 1 and 2.

· Inch and mm is offered for a default unit for compression depth.

· The display on the manikin can be ON/OFF. (At game mode, the display is off.)

 



Evaluation Setting : Evaluation Setting regarding chest compression and ventilation 

Exit : Exit from ＂Setting＂



- Score calculated according to the score ratio of each list

- Score calculated when all the lists are correct

You can select the wanted evaluation item from the list according to the curriculum.

Compression depth, hand position, recoil, rate

Ventilation time, volume

Set the percentage of score for Compression : Ventilation

<Standard 1>

<Standard 2>





The ranking in game mode can be reset.
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It displays the compression rate during chest compression and venilation rate during ventilation.

 - Compression rate : Green(Good), Yellow(Slow), Red(Fast)

 - Ventilation rate : Green(Good), Yelleow(Slow), Red(Fast) 

 

Check the performed skills from the checklist.

Practice time is being displayed according to the set time limit.

It shows the number of compression and ventilation and also the evaluation score in real time.

It displays the hand location ; It is green in the good location and it is red for the rest.

Check the real-time data for each individual.

It displays the compression depth during chest compression and venilation volume during ventilation.

 - Compression rate : Green(Good), Yellow(Not enough), Red(Over compression)

 - Ventilation rate : Green(Good), Yellow(Not enough), Red(Too much)

Connect or disconnect the Bluetooth connection.     

 

It displays the compression depth during chest compression and venilation volume during ventilation in number.
 
It displays the compression rate during chest compression and venilation rate during ventilation in number.
 

Change the trainee name.

 

Evaluation mode is to evaluate the trainee  by trainer and it offers a group training by connecting 

up to 6 manikins.
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(Please long tap the trainee’s name to delete the releated training data.



Evaluaion mode - Summarized result (Evaluation criteria 1)

Evaluaion mode - Summarized result (Evaluation criteria 2)



Evaluaion mode - Detailed result










